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in whi h we look for tight reliable

lusters.

In a se ond step, we ask what makes genes belong to the
same

luster. A main

ause of

oexpression of genes is that

these genes share the same regulation me hanism at the
sequen e level.

promoter

the

spe i

Spe i ally, some

ontrol regions ( alled

region) in or around the genes will

short sequen e patterns,

alled

ontain

binding sites, whi

are re ognized by a tivating or repressing proteins,

trans ription fa tors.

h

alled

In su h a situation, we say that the

genes are trans riptionally regulated.

Swit hing our at-

tention from expression data to sequen e data, we

on-

sider algorithms that dis over su h binding sites in sets
of DNA sequen es from

oexpressed genes.

We analyze

the upstream region of those genes to dete t patterns, also
alled

motifs,

that are statisti ally overrepresented when

ompared to some random model of the sequen e. The dete tion of overrepresented patterns in DNA or amino-a id

I. Introdu tion

sequen es is

Unraveling the me hanisms that regulate gene a tiva-

alled

motif nding ; here we address only the

problem of motif nding in DNA sequen es (as opposed to

tion in an organism is a major goal of mole ular biology.

motif nding in protein sequen es). Two lasses of methods

In the past few years, mi roarray te hnology has emerged

are available for motif nding: word- ounting methods and

as an ee tive te hnique to measure the level of expression
of thousands of genes in a single experiment. Be ause of
their

apa ity to monitor many genes, mi roarrays are be-

oming the workhorse of mole ular biologists studying gene
regulation.

However, these experiments generate data in

su h amount and of su h a
requires powerful

omplexity that their analysis

omputational and statisti al te hniques.

As a result, unraveling gene regulation from mi roarray experiments is

urrently one of the major

hallenges of bioin-

Starting from mi roarray data, a rst major
tional task is to

omputa-

luster genes into biologi ally meaningful

ording to their pattern of expression [25℄. Su h

groups of related genes are mu h more tra table for study
by biologists than the full data itself. Classi al
te hniques su h as hierar hi al

lustering [14℄ or

lustering

K -means

[55℄ have been applied to mi roarray data. Yet the spe i ity of mi roarray data (su h as the high level of noise or
the link to extensive biologi al information) have
the need for

reated

lustering methods spe i ally tailored to this

type of data [19℄.
of

sequen e models. Word- ounting methods are

string-mat hing methods based on

We overview both the rst generation

lustering methods applied to mi roarray data as well

ounting the number

oligonu leotide )

of o

urren es of ea h DNA word ( alled

and

omparing this number with the expe ted number of

o

urren es based on some statisti al model.

ti

sequen e models build a likelihood fun tion for the se-

quen es based on the motif o

optimization methods,

su h as Expe tation Maximization and Gibbs sampling, are
ongurations (motif model

and positions). After briey presenting the word- ounting
methods and the method based on Expe tation Maximization, we dis uss the basi

prin iples of Gibbs sampling for

motif nding more thoroughly. We also present our Gibbs
sampling method,

alled the Motif Sampler, where we have

introdu ed a number of extensions to improve Gibbs sampling for motif nding, su h as the use of a more pre ise
model of the sequen e ba kground based on higher-order
Markov

hains. This improved model in reases the robust-

ness of the method signi antly.
These two steps,

lustering and motif nding, are inter-

lo ked and spe i ally dedi ated to the dis overy of reg-

as se ond generation algorithms, whi h are more spe i

ulatory motifs from mi roarray experiments.

to mi roarray data.

lar,

of short omings of
new method

In parti ular, we address a number
lassi al

lustering algorithms with a

alled adaptive quality-based

lustering [10℄

Probabilis-

urren es and a model of the

ba kground sequen e. Probabilisti
then used to sear h for the best

formati s.

groups a

probabilisti

lustering needs to take into a

ing is sensitive to noise.
methods that build

In parti u-

ount that motif nd-

Therefore, we need

onservative

lustering

lusters for whi h

oex-

pression

an be guaranteed in an attempt to in rease the

proportion of

oregulated genes in a

luster.

This is one

of the requirements that warranted the development of our

to Cytosine and Guanine is
and the

omplementary to Thymine

omplementary sequen e is produ ed by

omple-

menting the bases of the referen e sequen e starting from

adaptive quality-based lustering algorithm. Also the motif

the end of this sequen e and pro eeding further upstream.

nding algorithms are spe i ally tailored to the dis overy

Hybridization will therefore allow a DNA probe to re og-

of trans ription fa tor binding motifs (while related algo-

nize a

rithms

a biologi al sample.

an be developed for slightly dierent problems in

protein sequen e analysis). These tight links mandate our

opy of its

An array

omplementary sequen e obtained from

onsists of a reprodu ible pattern of dier-

integrated presentation of these two topi s in this paper.

ent DNA probes atta hed to a solid support. After RNA

Furthermore, the same links

extra tion from a biologi al sample, uores ently labeled

all for integrated software

tools to handle this task in an e ient manner. Our INCLUSive web tool (http://www.esat.kuleuven.a

~dna/BioI/Software.html)

omplementary DNA ( DNA) or

RNA is prepared. This

.be/

uores ent sample is then hybridized to the DNA present

supports motif nding from

on the array. Thanks to the uores en e, hybridization in-

mi roarray data. Starting with the
data by adaptive quality-based

lustering of mi roarray

lustering, it then retrieves

the DNA sequen es relating to the genes in a

luster in a

semi-automated fashion, and nally performs motif nd-

tensities (whi h are related to the number of
RNA spe ies present in the sample)
a laser s anner and

opies of ea h

an be measured by

onverted to a quantitative readout.

In this way, mi roarrays allow simultaneous measurement

ing using our Motif Sampler (see Figure 1). Integration is

of expression levels of thousands of genes in a single hy-

paramount in bioinformati s as, by optimally mat hing the

bridization assay.

dierent steps of the data analysis to ea h other, the total

data-mining te hniques as explained in the next se tions.

analysis be omes more ee tive than the sum of its parts.
This paper is organized as follows.

In Se tion II, we

Two basi

This data

an be further analyzed by

array te hnologies are

DNA mi roarrays and gene

hips.

urrently available:

DNA mi roarrays [12℄

briey des ribed mi roarray te hnology while in Se tion III

are small glass slides on whi h double-stranded DNA is

we summarize the basi

spotted. These DNA fragments are normally several hun-

on epts of mole ular biology rel-

evant to motif nding. In Se tion IV, we overview

urrent

lustering algorithms for mi roarray data, in parti ular our
adaptive quality-based

dred base pairs in length and are often derived from referen e

olle tions of expressed sequen e tags (whi h are sub-

lustering algorithm. We also dis-

sequen es from an mRNA trans ript that uniquely identify

uss methods to prepro ess the mi roarray data to make

this trans ript) extra ted from many sour es of biologi al

it suitable for
of

lustering and methods to assess the quality

lustering results from statisti al and biologi al stand-

points.

Next, we des ribe in Se tion V the problem of

materials so as to represent the largest possible number of
genes. Usually ea h spot represents a single gene.
mi roarrays use

two

DNA

samples: a referen e and a test sam-

motif nding and overview several of the methods avail-

ple (e.g., normal versus malignant tissue). A pair of

able for this problem. We then explore, in Se tion VI, the

samples is independently

basi

prin iples of Gibbs sampling for motif nding and

mRNA populations with the reverse trans riptase enzyme

des ribe the extensions ne essary for its e ient pra ti al

and labeled using distin t uores ent mole ules (green and

appli ation.

In Se tion VII, we des ribe our INCLUSive

web tool for the integration of adaptive quality-based
tering and Gibbs sampling for motif nding.
summarize our presentation and briey

lus-

measuring the signal intensities dete ted at both uores-

omplex problem

translat-

the mRNA mole ules into proteins. Mi roarrays obtain

a snapshot of the a tivity of a

DNA mi roar-

ray is therefore a dierential te hnique, whi h intrinsi ally
an be followed with

DNA mi roar-

rays is given in Figure 2.

orresponding genes from DNA

into messenger RNA (mRNA) trans ripts and (2)

ing

al ulating the ratios (here, only

normalizes for part of the experimental noise. An overview

Cells produ e the proteins they need to fun tion propthe

en e wavelengths and

relative expression levels are obtained). A

of the pro edure that

II. Measuring gene expression profiles

trans ribing

Relative amounts of a parti u-

on lude. Our pre-

of motif nding from mi roarray data.

erly by (1)

DNA samples are then pooled and

hybridized to the array.

lar gene trans ript in the two samples are determined by

all methods in full te hni al details, but rather at giving a
oherent view of the

These labeled

DNA

orresponding

Finally, we

sentation does not aim at being exhaustive or at presenting
omprehensive and

red).

opied from the

GeneChip oligonu leotide arrays (Aymetrix, In ., Santa
Clara, CA) [32℄ are high-density arrays of oligonu leotides
synthesized using a photolithograpi
mi ro hip te hnology.

te hnology similar to

The synthesis uses in situ light-

ell by deriving a measure-

dire ted hemistry to build up hundreds of thousands of dif-

opies of ea h type of mRNA

ferent oligonu leotide probes (25-mers). Ea h gene is repre-

mole ule (whi h also gives an indire t and imperfe t pi -

sented by 15-20 dierent oligonu leotides, serving as unique

ture of the protein a tivity). The key to this measurement

sequen e-spe i

is the double-helix

oligonu leotides (identi al to the perfe t mat h probes ex-

ment from the number of

hybridization

properties of DNA (and

RNA). When a single strand of DNA is brought in
ta t with a
to this

on-

omplementary DNA sequen e, it will anneal

omplementary sequen e to form double-stranded

DNA. For the four DNA bases, Adenine is

omplementary

dete tors. In addition mismat h

ept for a single base-pair mismat h) are added.
ontrol probes allow estimation of

ontrol
These

ross-hybridization and

signi antly de rease the number of false positives. With
this te hnology, absolute expression levels are obtained (no

Fig. 1. A high-level des ription of data analysis for motif nding from mi roarray data. The analysis starts from s anned mi roarray images.
After proper quanti ation and prepro essing, the data is available for lustering in the form of a data matrix. Clustering then determines
lusters of potentially oregulated genes. Fo using on a luster of genes of interest, motif nding analyzes the sequen es of the ontrol regions
of the genes in the luster. A number of true motifs are present in those sequen es but they are unknown. Motif nding analyzes those
sequen es for statisti ally overrepresented DNA patterns. Finally, andidate motifs are returned by the motif nding algorithm and are
available for further biologi al evaluation.

A. Stru ture of genes

ratios).
Both te hniques have their own advantages. GeneChip
te hnology

laims to be more sensitive and allows absolute

Genes

are

segments

of

DNA

that

en ode

for

pro-

measurements. This is mainly be ause, for ea h gene, more

teins through the intermediate a tion of messenger RNA

probes are present on the array (in luding the mismat h

(mRNA). A gene and the genomi

probes).
users

DNA mi roarray te hnology is more exible as

an produ e

ustomized array designs without de-

region surrounding it

onsists of a trans ribed sequen e, whi h is
an mRNA trans ript, and of various

onverted into

untrans ribed

se-

pending on an external vendor. Further, new variants of

quen es. The mRNA

these te hnologies are appearing at a regular pa e and the

translated into a protein and of several

te hnology

(UTRs). The untrans ribed sequen es and the UTRs play

an be expe ted to evolve signi antly in the

oming years.

oding sequen e that is

untranslated regions

a major role in the regulation of expression. Notably, the

III. Introdu tion to trans riptional regulation

In this se tion, we present

onsists of a

on isely the main

on epts

promoter region in front of the trans ribed sequen e ontains the binding sites for the trans ription fa tor proteins
that start up trans ription. Moreover, the region upstream

from biology relevant to our dis ussion of motif nding in

of the trans ription start

DNA sequen es.

trans ription fa tors that a t as

ontains many binding sites for

enhan ers

and

repressors

of gene expression (although some trans ription fa tors an

Fig. 2. S hemati overview of an experiment with a DNA mi roarray. (1) Spotting of the presynthesized DNA-probes (derived from the
genes to be studied) on the glass slide. These probes are the puried produ ts from PCR-ampli ation of the asso iated DNA- lones. (2)
Labeling (via reverse trans riptase) of the total mRNA of the test sample (red hannel ) and referen e sample (green hannel ). (3)
Pooling of the two samples and hybridization (4) Readout of the red and green intensities separately (measure for the hybridization by the
test and referen e sample) in ea h probe. (5) Cal ulation of the relative expression levels (intensity in the red hannel / intensity in the green
hannel). (6) Storage of results in a database. (7) Data mining.

bind outside this region).

B. Trans ription

DNA

Binding Sites

Trans ription means the assembly of ribonu leotides into
a single strand of mRNA (messenger RNA). The sequen e
of this strand of mRNA is di tated by the order of the

Interactions

nu leotides in the trans ribed part of the gene. The trans ription pro ess is initiated by the binding of several trans ription fa tors to regulatory sites in the DNA, usually

Gene

lo ated in the promoter region of the gene. The trans ription fa tor proteins bind ea h other to form a
asso iates with an enzyme

alled RNA polymerase. This

asso iation enables the binding of RNA polymerase to a
spe i

site in the promoter. In Figure 3, the initiation of

the trans ription pro ess is shown.
Together, the

DNA

omplex that
RNA-polymerase

Fig. 3. Initiation of the trans ription pro ess by the asso iation of
the omplex of trans ription fa tors (gene regulatory proteins), the
RNA-polymerase, and the promoter region of a gene

omplex of trans ription fa tors and the

RNA polymerase unravel the DNA and separate both
strands. Subsequently, the polymerase pro eeds down on
one strand while it builds up a strand of mRNA

omple-

mentary to the DNA, until it rea hes the terminator sequen e. In this way, an mRNA is produ ed that is

om-

C. Trans ription fa tors
Trans ription fa tors are proteins that bind to regulatory sequen es on eukaryoti

hromosomes thereby modi-

plementary to the trans ribed part of the gene. Then, the

fying the rate of trans ription of a gene. Some trans rip-

mRNA trans ript deta hes from the RNA polymerase and

tion fa tors bind dire tly to spe i

the polymerase breaks its

(promoters, enhan ers, and repressors), others bind to ea h

onta t with the DNA. In a later

stage, the mRNA is pro essed, transported out of the nuleus and translated into a protein.

sequen es in the DNA

other. Most of them bind both to the DNA as well as to
other trans ription fa tors.
trans ription rate

It should be noted that the

an be positively or negatively ae ted

by the a tions of trans ription fa tors.

When the tran-

s ription fa tor signi antly de reases the trans ription of
a gene, it is

alled a repressor. If, on the other hand, the

expression of a gene is upregulated, biologists speak of an
enhan er.
The protein stru ture of a trans ription fa tor

an be di-

vided into several domains, su h as a DNA-binding domain,
a trans ription a tivation domain. The DNA-binding domain determines the target genes of the trans ription fa tor.

This domain determines the binding spe i ity to a

ertain DNA motif. The trans ription a tivation domain
is required for binding to the polymerase and a tually starting the trans ription pro ess. Trans ription a tivation domains presumably fun tion by dire t intera tion with elements of the trans ription initiation

omplex (e.g., TFIID)

or by intera tion with intermediary proteins that in turn
re ognize the initiation

omplex [56℄.

D. Regulatory elements on the web
Regulatory elements play a

entral role in the study of

Fig. 4. Visualization of 375 (simulated) gene expression proles
(ea h expression prole ontains two expression levels measured in
two dierent samplesdata not standardized). It is lear that, in
this ase, luster analysis will result in the identi ation of three
well-separated lusters (representing three lasses of genes, possibly
asso iated with spe i biologi al pathways).

biologi al sequen es and many databases are available to
explore known regulatory elements. Table I give a list of
database of promoters and gene regulation that are a

es-

sion ve tors are su iently ` lose' to one another). Genes

sible online. Most of these sites are also portals to spe i

with similar expression proles are said to be

tools for the analysis of regulatory me hanisms.

Conversely,
For example,

Databases on trans riptional regulation

PlantCARE
PLACE
TRRD
SCPD
HPD
COMPEL

of the unknown gene.
likely to be

IV. Clustering of gene expression profiles

Using mi roarrays, we

an measure the expression levels

of thousands of genes simultaneously. These expression levan be determined for samples taken at dierent time

points during a
phases of the

ertain biologi al pro ess (e.g., dierent

y le of

under dierent

ontaining genes with known (or

ell division) or for samples taken

onditions (e.g.,

ells originating from tu-

an give an indi ation of the role

Also,

Cluster analysis in a

olle tion of gene expression pro-

parti ipating in the same pathway.
tion

lustering is also

the data (this is in

lasses are known in advan e). An idealized example

in two dimensions is shown in Figure 4.
Note that

luster analysis of expression data is only a

rst rudimentary step pre eding further analysis whi h inludes motif nding [53℄, [44℄, [59℄, fun tional annotation,
geneti

network inferen e, and

over,

lustering often is an intera tive pro ess where the

biologist or medi al do tor has to validate or further rene

pro ess is here still far away.

ombine the

lusters with prior biologi al

Full automation of the

The rst generation of
visual inspe tion [9℄,

Be ause relatedness in biologi al fun tion often implies

lass dis overy in the mi-

roarray experiments or samples themselves [5℄, [19℄. More-

a (row) ve tor leads to what is generally

an be

lasses in

ontrast with supervised learning where

or medi al knowledge.

These expression proles or ve tors

In pattern re ogni-

these methods are designed to dete t unknown

the results and

regarded as data points in a high-dimensional spa e.

o-

alled unsupervised learning sin e

For ea h gene, the arrangement of these measurements into
sion prole.

lusters) of su h

expressed genes whi h thus have a higher probability of

mor samples with a dierent histopathologi al diagnosis).
alled an expres-

oexpressed genes are more

oregulated, see Se tion V.

les aims at identifying subgroups (=

the

els

luster

partially known) fun tion

www.epd.isb-sib. h/
www.gene-regulation.de/
sphinx.rug.a .be:8080/PlantCARE
www.dna.affr .go.jp/htdo s/PLACE
www.bionet.ns .ru/
gsigma. shl.org/jian/
zlab.bu.edu/~mfrith/HPD.html
ompel.bionet.ns .ru/ ompel/

TRANSFAC

oexpression of a gene of unknown biologi al

fun tion with a

URL

EPD

oexpressed.

an thus be an impor-

tant observation to infer the biologi al role of these genes.

TABLE I
Database

oexpression of genes

lustering

luster algorithms (e.g., dire t

K -means [55℄, Self-Organizing Maps

(SOMs) [48℄, hierar hi al

lustering [14℄) used to

luster

similarity in expression behavior (and vi e versa) and be-

gene expression proles were developed for purposes other

ause several genes might be involved in the pro ess under

than biologi ally related resear h. Although it is possible

study, it will be possible to identify subgroups or

lusters of

genes that will have similar expression proles (i.e., a
ing to a

ord-

ertain distan e fun tion, the asso iated expres-

to obtain biologi ally meaningful results with these algorithms, some of their
use for

hara teristi s often

ompli ate their

lustering expression data (these methods la k ne-

tuning for biologi al problems) [46℄. They require, for ex-

values and many

ample, the predenition of one or more user-dened pa-

with them [57℄. It is therefore imperative either to use ap-

lustering algorithms are unable to deal

rameters that are hard to estimate by a biologist (e.g., the

propriate pro edures that

predenition of the number of

missing values or to adapt existing

lusters in

K -means

and

an estimate and repla e these
lustering algorithms,

SOMthis number is almost impossible to predi t in ad-

enabling them to handle missing values dire tly (without

van e). Moreover,

a tually repla ing them [10℄, [26℄). Fourthly, it is

hanging these parameter settings will

often have a profound impa t on the nal result.

These

methods therefore need extensive parameter ne-tuning,

the proles that do not satisfy a simple

whi h means that a

pro eeding with the a tual

omparison of the results with dier-

ommon

to ( rudely) lter the gene expression proles (removing
riterion) before

lustering [14℄. A fth and -

ent parameter settings is almost always ne essarywith

nal

the additional di ulty that

or res aling of the gene expression proles (e.g., multiply-

dierent

omparing the quality of the

lustering results is hard. Another problem is that

for ing every data point into a
often o

luster is another problem

urring with the rst generation of

lustering algo-

ustomarily used prepro essing step is standardization

ing every expression ve tor with a s ale fa tor so that their
lengths are one [25℄).
is to

This makes sense be ause the aim

luster gene expression proles with the same relative

rithms. In general, a onsiderable number of genes in luded

behavior (expression levels go up and down at the same

in the mi roarray experiment do not

ontribute to the bi-

time) and not only the ones with the same absolute behav-

ologi al pro ess studied and these genes will therefore la k

ior. Some of these prepro essing steps will be dis ussed in

oexpression with other genes (they will have seemingly
onstant or even random expression proles).
these genes into one of the

lusters will

In luding

ontaminate their

ontent (these genes represent noise) and make these
ters less suitable for further analysis. Finally, the
tional and memory

more detail in the following se tions.
Validation is another key issue when

lustering gene ex-

pression proles. When using existing algorithms or devel-

lus-

oping new ones it is not merely enough to submit the data

omputa-

to the algorithm and wait for the results. Cluster analysis

omplexity of some of these algorithms

often limit the number of expression proles that

an be

analyzed at on e. Considering the nature of our data sets

is more than just produ ing
the algorithm is of

lusters. The biologist using

ourse mainly interested in the biologi-

al relevan e of these

lusters and wants to use the results

(number of expression proles often running up into thou-

to dis over new biologi al phenomena.

sands), this

we need methods to (biologi ally and statisti ally) validate

onstraint is often una

Re ently, many new

eptable.

lustering algorithms have started

and obje tively

This means that

ompare the results produ ed by new and

to ta kle some of the limitations of earlier methods (e.g.,

existing

Self-Organizing Tree Algorithm or SOTA [20℄, quality-

doing

based

merit [63℄, (adjusted) Rand index [65℄, and looking for en-

lustering [23℄,

[10℄, model-based

adaptive quality-based

lustering

lustering [17℄, [63℄, simulated annealing

[37℄, gene shaving [19℄, CAST [4℄). Also, some pro edures
were developed that

ould help the biologist to estimate

lustering algorithms. Some standard methods for

luster validation have re ently emerged (Figure of

ri hment of fun tional

ategories [50℄) and will be dis ussed

below. Note that one of the reasons that there are so many
dierent

lustering methods (sometimes giving very dier-

some of the arbitrary parameters needed for the rst gener-

ent results) is that, from a biologi al point of view, multi-

ation of algorithms (su h as the number of

lusters present

ple and equally valid solutions are possible and that these

in the data [17℄, [37℄, [63℄). We will dis uss a sele tion of

dierent algorithms often expose dierent aspe ts present

these

lustering algorithms in the following se tions. Note

that many of these methods
tan e measures, whi h

an be used with dierent dis-

an also have serious impli ations

An important problem that arises when performing

lus-

ter analysis of gene expression proles is the prepro essing
of the data. Clustering implies more than just submitting
the raw mi roarray data to the
the

luster algorithm of

hoi e.

orre t prepro essing strategy is almost as important as
luster analysis itself.

Firstly, it is ne essary to nor-

malize the hybridization intensities within a single array
experiment.

In a two- hannel

DNA mi roarray experi-

ment for example, normalization adjusts for dieren es in
labeling, dete tion e ien y, and in the quantity of initial
RNA within the two
sary before one

an

the results produ ed by Cho

et al.

[9℄ on the

ell

y le of

yeast are often used for this purpose).

for the nal result.

A

within the data. Note also that no real ben hmark data set
exists to unambiguously validate novel algorithms (however

hannels [25℄. Normalization is ne esompare the results from dierent mi-

roarray experiments. Se ondly, transformation of the data

A. Clustering algorithms
As stated in the introdu tion, many

lustering methods

(rst and se ond generation algorithms) are available and
we will dis uss some of the most important of them in more
detail below.
A.1 First generation algorithms
Not withstanding some of the disadvantages of these
early methods, it must be noted that many good implementations of these algorithms exist ready for use by biologists
(whi h is not always the
A.1.a

ase with the newer methods).

Dire t visual inspe tion .

This is of

ourse the most

using a nonlinear fun tion (often the logarithm is used,

simple and dire t approa h, whi h was used by many biol-

espe ially for two- hannel

ogists in early work on gene expression analysis [9℄. This

DNA mi roarray experiments

where the values are expression ratios)
Thirdly, expression data often

an be useful [25℄.

method is best suited where the patterns of interest are

ontains numerous missing

known in advan e, but does not work for larger data sets

(high number of dimensions or data points) or when one
tries to dis over unexpe ted patterns.
A.1.b

Hierar hi al lustering .

Hierar hi al

lustering

[14℄, [25℄, [46℄ is the most widely used method for
tering gene expression data and
standard.

Hierar hi al

the results

an be seen as the

lus-

de fa to

lustering has the advantage that

an be ni ely visualized (see Figure 5). Two ap-

proa hes are possible: a top-down approa h (divisive

lus-

tering, see [1℄ for an example) and a bottom-up approa h
(agglomerative

lustering, see [14℄). The latter is the most

ommonly used and will be dis ussed here. In the agglomerative approa h ea h gene expression prole is initially
assigned to a single
ouple of

lusters is

luster.

The distan e between every

al ulated a

ording to a

ertain dis-

tan e measure (this results in a pairwise distan e matrix).
Iteratively (and starting from all singletons as lusters), the
two

losest

lusters are merged giving rise to a tree stru -

ture where the height of the bran hes is proportional to
the pairwise distan e between the
if only one

utting the tree at a
level

lusters. Merging stops

luster is left. Finally,

orresponds to a

lusters are formed by

ertain level or height. Note that this
ertain pairwise distan e whi h in its

turn is rather arbitrary (it is di ult to predi t whi h level
will give the best biologi al results). Finally, note that the
memory

omplexity of hierar hi al

lustering is quadrati

in the number of gene expression proles whi h
problem when

onsidering the

Several implementations of hierar hi al
available (often together with

an be a

urrent size of the data sets.
lustering are

K -means and self-organizing

maps, see next se tions) (see Table II).
A.1.

K -means lustering . K -means

lustering [50℄, [55℄

results in a partitioning of the data (every gene expression prole belongs to exa tly one

luster) using a pre-

K of partitions or lusters (see Figure 6).
K -means starts by assigning at random all the gene expres-

dened number

sion proles to one of the N

lusters. Iteratively, the

enter

(whi h is nothing more than the average expression ve tor)
of ea h

luster is

al ulated, followed by a re-assignment of

the gene expression ve tors to the
luster

enter.

luster with the

losest

Convergen e is rea hed when the

luster

Fig. 5. Typi al result from an analysis using hierar hi al lustering
using 137 expression proles of dimension 8. The left side of the gure
represents the tree stru ture. The terminal bran hes of this tree are
linked with the individual genes and the height of all the bran hes
is proportional to the pairwise distan e between the lusters. The
right side of the gure (also alled a heat map) orresponds with the
expression matrix where ea h row represents an expression prole,
ea h olumn a mi roarray experiment and the individual values are
represented on a olor (green to red) or grey s ale.

enters remain stationary.
lusters by

moved into the dire tion of the sele ted expression prole

the user also is rather arbitrary (it is di ult to predi t the

Note that the predenition of the number of

but to an extent proportional to the distan e from the se-

number of

le ted node in the initial two-dimensional node topology.

lusters in advan e). In pra ti e, this makes it

ne essary to use a trial-and-error approa h where a

om-

parison and biologi al validation of several runs of the algorithm with dierent parameter settings are ne essary.
A.1.d

Self-organizing maps .

In Self-Organizing Maps

(SOMs) [28℄, [48℄, the user has to predene a topology or

A.2 Se ond generation algorithms
In this se tion we des ribe several of the newer
ing methods that have spe i ally been designed to

luster

gene expression proles.

Self-organizing tree algorithm .

geometry of nodes (e.g., a two-dimensional gridone node

A.2.a

for ea h

Tree Algorithm (SOTA) [20℄

luster), whi h again is not straightforward. These

luster-

The Self-Organizing

ombines both self-organizing

nodes are then mapped into the gene expression spa e, ini-

maps and divisive hierar hi al

tially at random and iteratively adjusted. In ea h iteration,

node geometry here takes the form of a dynami

lustering. The topology or

a gene expression prole is randomly pi ked and the node

tree. Similar to self-organizing maps, the gene expression

that maps

binary

losest to it is sele ted. This sele ted node (in

proles are sequentially and iteratively presented to the ter-

gene expression spa e) is then moved into the dire tion of

minal nodes (lo ated at the base of the treethese nodes

the sele ted expression prole.

are also

The other nodes are also

alled

ells).

Subsequently, the gene expression



The

lustering pro edure itself is linear in the number of

gene expression proles ( ompare this with the quadrati



omplexity of standard hierar hi al
The number of

lustering).

lusters does not have to be known in

advan e. Moreover, the pro edure provides for a statisti al
pro edure to stop growing the tree. Therefore, the user is
freed from
to be

hoosing a (arbitrary) level where the tree has

ut (like in standard hierar hi al

lustering).

Also, a server running the program is available (see Table II.
To our opinion, this method, however, also has some
disadvantages:



The pro edure for nding the threshold of variability is

time- onsuming sin e it involves the a tual
a randomized data set and the

onstru tion of

al ulation of the distan es

between all possible pairs of randomized expression proles.

Fig. 6. Typi al result from an analysis using K -means lustering with
30 lusters using 3000 standardized expression proles of dimension
15 (yeast ell y le, see Cho et al. (1998)). The plots represent the 30
dierent lusters. For ea h luster, the normalized expression measurement (y-axis) of ea h gene a ross is plotted for the 15 experiments
(x-axis). The bold line in ea h luster is the average expression prole
for this luster. Note that the sum of the number of genes in ea h
luster equals the total number of genes submitted to the algorithm
(= 3000). N G = number of genes.

The entire pro ess des ribed in [20℄ is thus in fa t quadrati
in the number of gene expression proles.



No biologi al validation was provided showing that this

algorithm indeed produ es biologi ally relevant results.
A.2.b

Model-based lustering .

Model-based

lustering

[15℄, [17℄, [63℄ is an approa h that is not really new and
has already been used in the past for other appli ations
outside bioinformati s. In this sense it is not really a true
se ond generation algorithm. However its potential use for
luster analysis of gene expression proles has only been

proles are asso iated with the
and the mapping of this

ell that maps

losest to it

ell plus its neighboring nodes are

updated (moved into the dire tion of the expression prole). The presentation of the gene expression proles to the
ells
ell

ontinues until

onvergen e.

After

onvergen e the

ontaining the most variable population of expression

proles (variation is dened here by the maximal distan e
between two proles that are asso iated with the same
is split in two sister

ell)

ells ( ausing the binary tree to grow)

where after the entire pro ess is restarted. The algorithm
stops (the tree stops growing) when a threshold of variability is rea hed for ea h

ell. To obtain a statisti al deni-

tion for this threshold a randomized version of the entire
data set is used (for ea h expression prole all its expression values are randomly and independently shuedthis
operation destroys the a tual

orrelation between expres-

sion proles) and the distan es between all possible pairs
of gene expression proles in this version of the data are
al ulated. This results in the probability distribution of
the distan es that

ould o

ur by

han e (i.e., the distri-

bution that des ribes the probability that two unrelated
expression proles have a
of variability
level

(e.g.,

ertain distan e). The threshold

an now be dened by

hoosing a

= 5%), so that only a fra

tion

onden e
of the ran-

domized gene expression proles have a distan e smaller
than this threshold. Using this threshold ensures that the
fra tion of wrong assignments (unrelated proles assigned
to the same

se ond generation method.
Model-based

lustering assumes that the data is gener-

ated by a nite mixture of underlying probability distributions. Usually, multivariate normal distributions are used
for these probability distributions. In this

ase, ea h

lus-

Ci is represented by a multivariate Gaussian model pi
in d dimensions:

ter

pi (yj ji ; i ) =
where
and

yj

1

(2) d2 ji j 12

exp




1 (y  )T  1 (x  )
i
i
i
2

is an expression prole and

i

and

i

the mean

ovarian e matrix of the multivariate normal distribu-

tion respe tively.
The ovarian e matrix

i

an be represented by its eigen-

values de omposition, whi h in general takes the following
stru ture:

i = i Di Ai DiT ;

Di is the orthogonal matrix of the eigenve tors of i ,
Ai is a diagonal matrix whose elements are proportional to
the eigenvalues of i and i is the onstant of proportion-

where

ality.

This de omposition implies a ni e geometri

pretation of the

lusters:

ontrols the shape, and

i

Di

inter-

ontrols the orientation,

ontrols the volume of the

ter. Note that simpler forms for the

Ai

lus-

ovarian e stru ture

luster result is limited

an be used (e.g., by having some of the parameters take

The approa h des ribed in [20℄ has some properties that

number of parameters that have to be estimated but also

by the

luster) in the a tual

proposed re ently and we thus we treat it in this text as a

-value.

make it potentially useful for
proles:

the same values a ross
lustering gene expression

lusters), thereby de reasing the

de reasing the model exibility ( apa ity to model more
omplex data stru tures).

The mixture model

p itself takes then the following form:

p(yj ) =
where

K
X
i=1

K is the number of

ess starts again. The algorithm stops when the number of
points in the largest remaining luster falls below a prespe -

i :pi (yj ji ; i )

ied threshold. Note that this stop

i is the prior probbelongs to luster Ci so

lusters and

K
X
i=1

riterion implies that

the algorithm will terminate before all expression proles

ability that an expression prole
that

and removed from the data set where after the whole pro-

are assigned to a

luster.

This approa h was designed with

luster analysis of ex-

pression data in mind and has some properties that

ould

make it useful for this task:



i = 1:

By using a stringent quality guarantee it is possible to

nd

In pra ti e we would like, given a

olle tion of expression

lusters with tightly related expression proles ( on-

taining highly

oexpressed genes).

These

lusters might

therefore be good `seeds' for further analysis.

yj (j = 1; : : : ; n) to estimate all the parameters (i ,  Genes not really oexpressed with other members of the
i , i (i = 1; : : : ; K ), and K itself ) of this mixture model. data set are not in luded in any of the lusters.
In a rst step i , i , i (i = 1; : : : ; K ) are estimated with
There are, however, also some disadvantages:
an EM algorithm using a xed value for K and a xed
 The quality guarantee of the lusters is a user-dened

proles

ovarian e stru ture.

This parameter estimation is then

repeated for dierent values for

K and dierent

ovarian e

stru tures. The result of the rst step is thus a

olle tion

of dierent models tted to the data and all having a spei

value for

K

and a spe i

ovarian e stru ture. In a

se ond step the best model in this group of models is sele ted (i.e., the most appropriate number of
ovarian e stru ture is
step involves the

lusters and a

hosen here). This model sele tion

al ulation of the Bayesian Information

Criterion (BIC) [45℄ for ea h model, whi h is not further
dis ussed here.
A

good

implementation

for

model-based

lustering

( alled MCLUST [15℄) is available (see Table II).

et al.

Yeung

[63℄ reported good results using this software on sev-

eral syntheti

data sets and real expression data sets. They

laimed that the performan e of MCLUST on real expression data was at least as good as
heuristi
A.2.

ould be a hieved with a

luster algorithm (CAST [5℄, not dis ussed here).

Quality-based lustering .

In [23℄, a

lustering algo-

rithm ( alled QT_Clust) is des ribed that produ es

lus-

parameter that is hard to estimate and too arbitrary. This
method is therefore, in pra ti e, hard to use by biologists
and extensive parameter ne-tuning is ne essary.



This algorithm produ es

lusters all having the same

xed diameter not optimally adapted to the lo al data
stru ture.



The

omputational

omplexity is at least quadrati

in

the number of expression proles.
Furthermore, no ready to use implementation is available.
A.2.d

Adaptive Quality-Based Clustering .

quality-based

Adaptive

lustering [10℄ was developed starting from

the prin iples of quality-based
with a quality guarantee

lustering (nding

lusters

ontaining a maximal number of

members) but was designed to

ir umvent some of its dis-

advantages.
Adaptive quality-based
two-step approa h.

lustering is a heuristi

iterative

In the rst step a quality-based ap-

proa h is followed. Using an initial estimate of the quality
of the

luster (here, quality is dened as a radius and not

as a diameter), a

luster

enter is lo ated in an area where

ters that have a quality guarantee whi h ensures that all

the density of gene expression proles is lo ally maximal.

members of a

Contrary to the original method [23℄, the

luster should be

members of this
ity).

Heyer

et al.

diameter (equal to
knife

oexpressed with all other

luster (this property is

alled transitiv-

dene the quality of a

luster

orrelation between expression prole

the method

C

as a

1 mini ; j 2 fsij g where sij is the ja ki

and

j)

but

an be easily extended to other denitions.

expression proles.
In the se ond step,
ity of the

alled the adaptive step, the qual-

lustergiven the

luster

The quality guarantee itself is dened as a xed and user-

that the genes belonging to the
sense, signi antly

Briey said, the aim of QT_Clust is to nd
with a quality guarantee,
of expression proles. It
in the data set as a
luster

lusters,

ontaining a maximum number
onsiders every expression prole

luster seed (one

ould also

all this a

enter) and iteratively assigns the expression pro-

les to these

lusters that

ause a minimal in rease in di-

ould be expe ted by
level

S;

e.g.,

han ea

S = 95%).

oexpression that

ording to a signi an e

To this end, a bimodal and one-

dimensional probability distribution (the distribution
sists of two terms: one for the

on-

luster and one for the rest

of the data) is tted to the data using an EM algorithm.
Note that, the

omputational omplexity of this step is neg-

ligible with respe t to the

is rea hed. Note that at this stage every expression pro-

se ond step.

andidate

luster are, in a statisti al

oexpressed (higher

ameter until the diameter threshold (= quality guarantee)
le is made available to every

enter, found in the

rst step, that remains xedis re-estimated as to assess

dened threshold for the quality of ea h

luster.

omputational

omplexity of this rst step is only linear in the number of

omputational

omplexity of the

luster and that

Finally, step one and two are repeated, using the re-

there are as many andidate lusters as there are expression

estimation of the quality as the initial estimate needed in

proles. At this point, the

the rst step, until the relative dieren e between the ini-

andidate

luster that

the most expression proles is sele ted as a valid

ontains
luster

tial and re-estimated quality is su iently small. The

lus-

ter is subsequently removed from the data and the whole

preparing it for the a tual

pro edure is restarted. Note that only

dis uss some of the most

lusters whose size

ex eeds a predened number are presented to the user.
We feel that adaptive quality-based

lustering approa h

has some additional advantages over standard qualitybased

order of the dierent prepro essing steps
vary between spe i

their most frequent order.
B.1 Normalization

In adaptive quality-based

ify a signi an e level

S.

lustering the user has to spe -

This parameter has a stri t statis-

ti al meaning and is therefore mu h less arbitrary ( ontrary
to the quality guarantee used in standard quality-based
lustering).
data set or

It

an be

hosen independently of a spe i

luster and it allows for a meaningful default

value (95%) that in general gives good results. This makes

The rst step is the normalization of the hybridization
intensities within a single array experiment.
hannel

and in the quantity of initial RNA within the two
nels)
be

reate systemati

sour es
and

Adaptive

quality-based

lustering

produ es

lusters

lusters do not

sour es of biases.

omputed and removed to

parameter ne-tuning.
adapted to the lo al data stru ture (the

In a two-

DNA mi roarray experiment, several sour es of

noise (su h as dieren es in labeling, dete tion e ien y,

this approa h user-friendly without the need for extensive



an somewhat

implementations, we present them in

lustering that make it suited for the analysis of gene

expression proles:



luster analysis. Below, we will

ommon prepro essing steps. The

an be

an

orre t the data. As many

onsidered and as they

an be estimated

orre ted in a variety of ways, many dierent normal-

ization pro edures exist.
topi

han-

The biases

We therefore do not

over this

further here and refer to [25℄ for more details.

have the same radius).



The

omputational

omplexity of the algorithm is linear

in the number of expression proles.



Adaptive quality-based lustering was extensively biolog-

i ally validated.
Furthermore, a server running the program is available
(see Table II). Note also that this implementation has an
integrated approa h for missing values without the ne essity to repla e them.



approa h not proven to

onverge in every

situation.



Be ause of the model stru ture used in the se ond step,

some additional

onstraints have to be imposed. They in-

lude the fa t that only standardized expression proles
are allowed and that the method has to be used in
nation with the Eu lidean distan e and

ombi-

annot dire tly be

extended to other distan e measures.
As a

on lusion to this overview of

Table II gives an overview of some

lustering algorithms,
lustering methods for

whi h the software is available for download or

an be a -

essed online.

Pa kage
Cluster
J-Express
Expr. Proler
SOTA
MCLUST
INCLUSive

ommon pra ti e to pass expression values through

nonlinear fun tion. This is espe ially suited when dealing
with expression ratios ( oming from two- hannel DNA miroarray experiments, using a test and referen e sample)
sin e expression ratios are not symmetri al [25℄. Upregu-

1 and innity,

while downregulated genes have expression ratios squashed
between

1 and 0. Taking the logarithms of these expression

ratios results in more symmetry between expression values
of up- and downregulated genes.
Other, but un ommonly used transformations, in lude
square, square root, and inverse transformations.
B.3 Missing value repla ement
Mi roarray experiments often

ontain missing values

(measurements absent be ause of te hni al reasons). The
inability of many

luster algorithms to handle su h miss-

ing values, ne essitates the repla ement of these values.
Simple repla ements su h as a repla ement by

TABLE II
Availability of

It is

a nonlinear fun tion. Often the logarithm is used for this

lated genes have expression ratios between

However, the method also has some limitations:
It is a heuristi

B.2 Nonlinear transformations

0 or by the

average of the expression prole often disrupt these pro-

lustering algorithms.

les.

Indeed repla ement by average values relies on the

unrealisti

URL

http://rana.lbl.gov/
EisenSoftware.htm
http://www.molmine. om
http://ep.ebi.a .uk/
http://bioinfo. nio.es/sotarray
http://www.stat.
washington.edu/fraley/m lust
www.esat.kuleuven.a .be/
~dna/BioI/Software.html

assumption that all expression values are sim-

ilar a ross dierent experimental

onditions.

an erroneous missing value repla ement genes
a high number of missing values
wrong

Be ause of
ontaining

an be assigned to the

luster. More advan ed te hniques of missing value

repla ement have been des ribed [57℄ that take advantage
of the ri h information provided by the expression patterns
of other genes in the data set.
The

K -nearest neighbor method sele

ts the

K genes with

an expression proles most similar (e.g., based on an Eulidean distan e) to the gene of whi h the missing value
needs to be repla ed. The missing value is then substituted
by the similarity-weighted average of the

B. Prepro essing of the data
As stated at the start of this se tion,

ues in the proles of the
lustering also im-

plies performing some additional operations on the data,

K

orresponding val-

losest genes. This algorithm

seems relatively robust against the setting of the value
(the number of

K

losest genes sele ted for inferen e of the

missing value) and is independent of the data stru ture.

one or possibly more simple

An alternative method uses an iterative te hnique based

ria in lude a minimum threshold for the standard deviation

on singular value de omposition (SVD) iteratively to iden-

of the expression values in a prole (removal of

tify the most important eigenve tors in the data set (often

tive genes) and a threshold on the maximum per entage of

alled eigengenes and eigenarrays in the
ray data). These

ase of mi roar-

onstitutes a set of mutually orthogonal

expression patterns that

an, when linearly

ombined, re-

riteria. Commonly used

rite-

onstitu-

missing values. Another similar method for ltering takes
a xed number or fra tion of genes best satisfying one
terion (like the

ri-

riteria stated above).

onstru t the expression levels of all genes in the data set.
In ea h iteration the prole of the gene

ontaining a miss-

portant eigengenes. Based on a linear

B.5 Standardization or res aling

k most im-

Biologists are mainly interested in grouping gene expres-

ombination of the

sion proles that have the same relative behavior; i.e., genes

ing value is regressed against a sele tion of the

eigengenes determined by the readily determined regression

that are up- and downregulated together. Genes showing

oe ients, the missing value is re onstru ted. Be ause of

the same relative behavior but with diverging absolute be-

the properties of SVD, this te hnique is optimally adapted

havior (e.g., gene expression proles with a dierent base

to data sets

line and/or a dierent amplitude but going up and down

ontaining an expression prole with a pro-

noun ed variation.

at the same time) will have a relatively high Eu lidean

Remark that when a

luster algorithm is used based on

distan e. Cluster algorithms based on this distan e mea-

the same pro edure, as is used by the algorithm for missing

sure will therefore wrongfully assign these genes to dierent

value repla ement, faint expression patterns in the data
set

an be arti ially enhan ed. Inferred values should be

agged to avoid drawing unwarranted

on lusions.

This result

an largely be prevented by applying stan-

dardization or res aling to the gene expression proles.

Finally note that some implementations of algorithms
only make use of the measured values to derive the

lusters.

lusters

and as su h obviate the need for missing value repla ement
[10℄.

Gene expression proles showing the same relative behavior will have a small(er) Eu lidean distan e after res aling
[25℄.
Consider a gene expression prole
average expression level

B.4 Filtering

Res aling is

As stated in the overview se tion, a set of mi roarray ex-

level

gi

in

ontain a

gi 


onsiderable number of genes that do not re-

ontribute to the biologi al pro ess that is being stud-

g(g1 ; g2 ; : : : ; gn ) with
.

and standard deviation

ommonly done by repla ing every expression

g by

periments, generating gene expression proles, frequently
ally



and repeating this for every expression ve tor in the data

ied. The expression values of these proles often show lit-

set. This operation results in a

tle variation over the dierent experiments (they are

les all having average zero and standard deviation

alled

onstitutive with respe t to the biologi al pro ess studied).
Moreover, these

onstitutive genes will have seemingly ran-

olle tion of expression pro-

largely removed). Note that the division by the standard

dom and meaningless proles after standardization (divi-

deviation is sometimes omitted (res aling is then

sion by a small standard deviation resulting in noise in-

mean

ation), whi h is also a

C. Cluster validation

further).

ommon prepro essing step (see

Another problem with mi roarray data sets is

given by the fa t that they regularly
reliable expression proles with a

ontain highly un-

onsiderable number of

As mentioned before,

lustering will produ e dierent re-

sults. Even random data often produ es lusters depending

missing values. Due to their number, repla ing these miss-

on the spe i

tan e measure. Even random data

The quality of the

ura y.

if these data sets would be passed to the
rithms as su h.

Most

lustering algo-

lustering algorithms assign every

expression prole in the data to one of the
the ones of poor quality,
average prole of these

hoi e of prepro essing, algorithm, and dis-

orrupting the

lusters, even

ontent and the

lusters making them less suitable

for further analysis. A solution to this problem is to use

validation of the relevan e of the
importan e. Validation
al. Statisti al
luster
the

an be either statisti al or biologi-

luster validation

an be done by assessing

oheren e, by examining the predi tive power of

lusters, or by testing the robustness of a

Alternatively, the relevan e of a

luster result

luster (e.g., quality-based

say impossible, to sele t the best

lustering). Another, more simombination with the

luster result

against the addition of noise.
sessed by a biologi al validation. Of

an also be used in

lusters. Therefore

luster results is of utmost

lustering algorithms that do not assign every prole to a
ple solution (that

an be fed into many

lustering algorithms and deliver some

lusters would signi antly degrade,

alled

entering).

ing values in these expression proles is not possible within
the desired degree of a

1 (i.e.,

the absolute dieren es in expression behavior have been

an be as-

ourse it is hard, not to

luster output sin e `the

biologi ally best' solution will only be known if the biolog-

previous solution), is to remove at least a fra tion of the

i al system studied is

undesired genes from the data. This pro edure is in gen-

some biologi al systems have been des ribed extensively,

eral

alled ltering [14℄. Filtering involves removing gene

expression proles from the data set that do not satisfy a

none su h

ompletely

now available. A

ompletely

hara terized. Although

hara terized ben hmark system is

ommon method to biologi ally validate

luster outputs is to sear h for enri hment of fun tional

(similar to the experimental noise in the data) and

ategories within a

ing the data of those repli as.

luster. Dete tion of regulatory motifs

(see [10℄) is also an appropriate biologi al validation of the
luster results. Some of the re ent methodologies des ribed
in literature to validate

luster results will be highlighted

in the following.

stronger than the experimental noise in the measurements
of a parti ular gene, adding small arti ial variations (in
the range of the experimental noise) to the expression prole of this gene will not drasti ally inuen e its overall prole and therefore will not ae t its

C.1 Testing

luster

oheren e

this

Based on biologi al intuition, a
sidered reliable if the within
all genes retained are tightly

luster result

an be

on-

luster distan e is small (i.e.,
oexpressed) and the

luster

ase, the

is robust with respe t to sensitivity analysis and a reliable
onden e

an be assigned to the

of the data set (maximal inter luster distan e). Su h

to adding arti ial noise.

an be formalized in several ways, su h as the sum-of-

squares

riterion of

K -means

[55℄ , silhouette

oe ients

[26℄, or Dunn's validity index [2℄.

These

an be used as

stand-alone statisti s to mutually

ompare

luster results.

They

an also be used as an inherent part of

luster al-

gorithms, if their value is optimized during the

lustering

pro ess.

lustering result of that

gene. However, for genes with low signal to noise ratios,
the out ome of the

rite-

luster membership. In

luster membership of that parti ular gene

has an average prole well delineated from the remainder
ria

luster-

If the biologi al signal is

lustering result will be more sensitive

let us dete t whi h

Thus, sensitivity analysis will

lusters are robust within the range of

experimental noise and therefore trustworthy for further
analysis.
The main issue in this method is to hoose the noise level
for sensitivity analysis. Bittner

et al.

[6℄ perturb the data

by adding random Gaussian noise with zero mean and a
standard deviation that is estimated as the median standard deviation for the log-ratios for all genes a ross the

C.2 Figure of merit

experiments (as was mentioned earlier in most

The Figure Of Merit (FOM) [64℄ is a simple quantitative
data-driven methodology that allows
outputs of dierent

omparisons between

lustering algorithms.

The method-

ology is related to the ja kknife and leave-one-out
validation.

The method goes as follows.

The

DNA data

sets, the log-ratio is used as an estimate of the dierential
expression level). This estimate of the noise level does not
only a

ount for the experimental noise but to a

ertain

ross-

extent in ludes variation due to dierential expression and

lustering

thus is an overestimate of the experimental error. More-

algorithm (for the genes) is applied to all experimental

on-

over, using Gaussian noise is based on the strong assump-

ondi-

tion that errors on the log-ratio are normally distributed.

tion. If the algorithm performs well, we expe t that if we

This impli itly assumes that ratios are unbiased estimators

look at the genes in a given

of relative expression. Reality shows often otherwise.

ditions (the data variables) ex ept for one left-out

left-out

luster, their values for the

ondition will be highly

ompute the FOM for a
the left-out

oherent.

Therefore, we

lustering result by summing, for

ondition, the squares of the deviations of ea h

gene relative to the mean of the genes in its

this ondition.

luster

for

FOM measures the within- luster similar-

ity of the expression values of the removed experiment and
therefore ree ts the predi tive power of the

lustering. It

is expe ted that removing one experiment from the data
should not interfere with the
is robust. For

quently used as a validation
FOM over all

luster output if the output

luster validation, ea h

ondition is subse-

ondition and the aggregate

et al.

lustering results of the dierent repli[6℄ developed a statisti s that

frequen y with whi h pairs of genes,

ounts the

lustered together in

the original data set are

lustered together in distin t repli-

as (see above). Stable

lusters of genes should emerge if

ea h pair of genes lusters together reliably. Their statisti s
is reminis ent of the RAND index [65℄.
The bootstrap analysis methods des ribed by Kerr

al.

et

[27℄ to identify statisti ally signi ant expressed genes

or to assess the reliability of a

lustering result, oers a

more statisti ally founded basis for sensitivity analysis and

rithms. Although simple at rst glan e, appli ation of the

over omes some of the problems of the method des ribed

FOM pro edure to real biologi al data is not straightfor-

by Bittner

ward. At rst the FOM as a measure of the

luster predi -

ual values of a linear ANOVA model as an estimate of

tive power tends to in rease proportionally to the number

the measurement error. By using an ANOVA model non-

lusters. To

ompensate for this an adjusted FOM was

des ribed. Se ondly, outputs of
be

ompare

ompare the

luster algo-

of

onditions is used to

To

as, Bittner

ompared if they

luster algorithms

onsist of the same number of

and if all genes were retained during

an only
lusters

lustering.

et al.

[6℄.

Bootstrap analysis uses the resid-

onsistent measurement errors
ations

an be separated from vari-

aused by alterations in relative expression or by

onsistent variations in the data set. These errors are assumed to be independent with mean 0 and
an e

C.3 Sensitivity analysis

2 but no expli

onstant vari-

it assumption on their distribution is

made. The residuals are subsequently used to generate new

Gene expression levels are the superposition of real bi-

repli ates of the data set by bootstrapping (adding residual

ologi al signals and experimental errors. A way to assign

noise to estimated values). Newly generated data sets are

onden e to a
reating new

luster membership of a gene

in sili o

onsists in

repli as of the mi roarray data by

adding to the original data a small amount of arti ial noise

lustered and

luster results are

ompared.

C.4 Use of dierent algorithms
Just as

lustering results are sensitive to adding noise,

they are sensitive to the
and the spe i
rithm.

what is the

hoi e of

lustering algorithms are available, ea h of

them with dierent underlying statisti s and inherent as-

X1

k

P =1

dete ted by most algorithms will ree t the pronoun ed
signals in the data set. Biologists tend to prefer algorithms
with a deterministi

output sin e this gives the illusion that

what they nd is `right'. However, nondeterministi
rithms oer an advantage for

algo-

luster validation sin e their

use impli itly in ludes a form of sensitivity analysis.
Performing sensitivity analysis and repeating

luster ex-

ourse only useful if statisti al measures

an be developed to

ompare the out ome of all these dif-

ferent analyses. Analyzing a mi roarray experiment does
not only involve the development of statisti al data-mining
algorithms to
ally

luster the information but also to statisti-

ompare the output of these algorithms.

C.5 Enri hment of fun tional

fun tional

lassi ation s hemes.

lustering

lusters with existing

In su h s hemes, genes

are allo ated to one or more fun tional

ategories [17℄, [50℄

representing their bio hemi al properties, biologi al roles,
and so on. Finding

lusters that have been signi antly en-

ri hed for genes with similar fun tion is proof that a spe i
lustering te hnique produ es biologi ally relevant results.
As

stated

in

the

overview

se tion,

the

results

of

et al. [9℄
Sa haromy es erevisiae )

the expression proling experiment of Cho
studying the yeast

ell

in

ulture

a

syn hronized

mark
les

data

set.

taken

over

y le (

It
17

10-min intervals,

is

often

ontains

time

used

6220

points

as

proover

overing nearly two

ell

the

reasons

ing

that

algorithms

is

in luded

in

ed

(MIPS

the

this
for

data
the

be ause
data

is

so

have

of

majority

been

y les,

frequently

validation
the

ben h-

expression

http:// ell y le-www.stanford.edu).
data

a

(measurements

see

ben hmark

of

used

as

new
of

also

One

luster-

the

fun tionally

genes
lassi-

http://mips.gsf.de/
proj/yeast/ atalogues/fun at/index.html) making it
[40℄

database,

see

possible to biologi ally validate the results.
Assume that a

ertain

lusters in the Cho

et al.

lustering method nds a set of
data. We

ould obje tively look

for fun tionally enri hed

lusters as follows: suppose that

one of the

genes where

a

lusters has

ertain fun tional

n

k

genes belong to

ategory in the MIPS database and

suppose that this fun tional

ategory in its turn

ontains

f

genes in total. Also suppose that the total data set ontains

g

genes (in the

Using the
tion, we

ase of Cho

et al.

[9℄,

umulative hypergeometri

ould

g

ould have o

would be 6220).

probability distribu-

al ulate the probability or

degree of enri hment

P -values



g f
n i

ategory by



=

X



i=k

i

han e:



f
i

min(n;f )



an be

k genes in this spe

g
n

P -value that this

urred by

han e; i.e.,



g f
n i



al ulated for ea h fun tional

:

at-

luster. Sin e there are about 200 fun tional

ategories in the MIPS database, only

P -value is smaller than 0.0003 for a

lusters where the

ertain fun tional

at-

egory, are said to be signi antly enri hed (level of signifi an e 0.05).
to

P -values

Note that these

an also be used

ompare the results from fun tionally mat hing

ters identied by two dierent
same data.

As an example of

luster validation and as

an illustration of our adaptive quality-based
ompare

K -means

on the Cho
based

et al.

lus-

lustering algorithms on the
lustering, we

and adaptive quality-based

lustering

data. We performed adaptive quality-

lustering [10℄ using default parameters (in parti uompare these

results with those for K-means reported by Tavazoie

ategories

ompare the gene

These

egory in ea h

g
n

fun tional

lar, the signi an e level is set at 95%) and

One way to (biologi ally) validate results from
algorithms is to



lustering experiment is to use dier-

ent algorithms with dierent parameter settings. Clusters

periments is of



f
i

i=0

sumptions about the data. The best way to infer biologi al
knowledge from a



lustering algorithm used

parameter settings of a parti ular algo-

Many

han e of nding at least

luster from this spe i

al.

[50℄.

The genes in ea h

the fun tional

ategories in the MIPS database and the

negative base-10 logarithm of the hypergeometri

P -values

(representing the degree of enri hment) have been
lated for ea h fun tional
ble III, we

ategory in ea h
lusters. To

and adaptive quality-based
tionally mat hing

lusters manually. The rst

K -means

lustering. The se ond

et al.

olumn (Cl.

luster identied by adap-

KM) gives the index of the mat hing
as des ribed in Tavazoie

ategories for

ompare

lustering, we identied fun -

#, AC) gives the index of the
tive quality-based

al u-

luster. In Ta-

ompare enri hment in fun tional

the three most signi ant

olumn (Cl. #,

luster for

[50℄. The third

K -means

olumn (#

Gene, AC) gives the number of genes of in the
for adaptive quality-based

luster

lustering. The fourth

olumn

(# Gene, KM) gives the number of genes of in the
ter for adaptive quality-based
(MIPS fun tional
ategories for this

lustering. The fth

ategory in the

luster for

olumn (In

at., AC)

orresponding fun tional

luster for adaptive quality-based

ing. The seventh

lus-

olumn

ategory)lists the signi ant fun tional
luster. The sixth

gives the number of genes of the

of genes of the

et

luster have been mapped to

olumn (In

orresponding fun tional

K -means.

luster-

at., KM) gives the number

The eighth

ategory in the

olumn (

P -val.)

gives

the negative logarithm in base 10 of the hypergeometri

P -value for adaptive quality-based lustering. The eighth
olumn ( P -val.) gives the negative logarithm in base 10
of the hypergeometri P -value for K -means (NR = not reported.) Although we do not

laim to draw any

on lusion

from this single table, we observe that the enri hment in
fun tional

ategories in stronger for adaptive quality-based

lustering than for

K -means.

This result and several others

are dis ussed extensively in [10℄.

TABLE III
Comparison of fun tional enri hment on the yeast

ell

y le data of Cho

and

Cl. #

Cl. #

# Gene

# Gene

AC

KM

AC

KM

1

1

302

164

et al.

for adaptive-quality based

MIPS fun tional

ategory

In

5

2

98

186

AC

KM

64

80

54

organization of

146

79

77

39

119

NR

74

NR

211

NR

34

NR

17

NR

9

NR

4

7

1

4

mito hondrial organization

62

32

18

10

energy

35

NR

8

NR

proteolysis

25

NR

7

NR

respiration

16

10

6

5

ribosomal proteins

24

NR

4

NR

protein synthesis

33

NR

4

NR

protein destination

49

NR

4

NR

DNA synthesis and repli ation

20

23

18

16

ytoplasm

hromosome stru ture

ell growth and division, DNA synthesis

48

NR

17

NR

re ombination and DNA repair

12

11

8

5

nu lear organization

32

40

8

4

20

30

7

8

ell- y le

V. Sear hing for

ontrol and mitosis

Table IV gives an overview of some of the methods de-

ommon binding sites of

s ribed in the se tion that

oregulated genes

In the previous se tion, we des ribed the basi
derlying several

ideas un-

Availability of motif finding algorithms.

pro essing steps ne essary to make mi roarray data suit-

Pa kage

lustering. Finally, we des ribed methodologies for
lustering algorithm. We

RSA tools

an now

make the transition towards looking at the groups of genes
generated by
ause them to
Given a

YMF

lustering and study the sequen es of these

genes to dete t motifs that

ontrol their expression (and

Consensus

luster together in the rst pla e).

luster of genes with highly similar expression

proles, the next step in the analysis is the sear h for the
me hanism that is responsible for their
havior. We basi ally assume that
arises from trans riptional

oregulation.

MEME
Gibbs Sampler

oordinated be-

oexpression frequently
As

oregulated

genes are known to share some similarities in their regu-

AlignACE
BioProspe tor
INCLUSive

latory me hanism, possibly at trans riptional level, their
promoter regions might

ontain some

essed online or where

TABLE IV

lustering te hniques together with their

validating the result of a

an be a

the software is available for download.

advantages and short omings. We also dis ussed the preable for

P -val. P -val.

101

organization of
170

at.

ribosomal proteins

translation
315

In

KM

ellular organization

4

at.

AC

protein synthesis

2

lustering

K -means.

URL

www.u mb.ulb.a .be/
bioinformati s/rsa-tools/
abstra t. s.washington.edu/
~blan hem/ gi-bin/YMF.pl
ural.wustl.edu/ softwares.html
meme.sds .edu/ meme/website/
bayesweb.wadsworth.org/
gibbs/gibbs.html
atlas.med.harvard.edu/
bioprospe tor.stanford.edu/
www.esat.kuleuven.a .be/
~dna/BioI/Software.html

ommon motifs that

are binding sites for trans ription regulators.

A sensible

In this se tion, we rst start with a dis ussion of the

approa h to dete t these regulatory elements is to sear h

important fa ts that we

for statisti ally overrepresented motifs in the promoter re-

biologi al example. Prior knowledge about the biology of

gion of su h a set of

the problem at hand will fa ilitate the denition of a good

oexpressed genes [7℄, [43℄, [44℄, [50℄,

[66℄.

an learn by looking at a realisti

model. Next, we dis uss the dierent string-based meth-

In this se tion we des ribe the two major lasses of methods to sear h for overrepresented motifs.

The rst

lass

of methods are string-based methods that mostly rely on
ounting and

omparing oligonu leotide frequen ies. The

ods, starting from a simple statisti al model and gradually
rening the models and the statisti s to handle more
plex

ongurations.

om-

Then we swit h to the probabilisti

methods and we introdu e Expe tation Maximization for

sequen e

motif nding. In the Se tion VI, we dis uss Gibbs sampling

models. For these methods, the model parameters are es-

for motif nding. This method is less well known than Ex-

timated using maximum likelihood or Bayesian inferen e.

pe tation Maximization and, yet, it is more ee tive for

se ond

lass of methods are based on probabilisti

motif nding in DNA sequen es. We therefore explain the
basi

ideas underlying this method and overview the exten-

sions, in luding our own work, that are ne essary for the
pra ti al use of this method.

A. Realisti sequen e models
To sear h for

ommon motifs in sets of upstream se-

quen es a realisti

model should be proposed. Simple motif

models are designed to sear h for
length, while more

onserved motifs of xed

omplex models will in orporate vari-

ability like insertions and deletions into the motif model.
But not only the model of the binding site itself is important also the model of the ba kground sequen e in whi h
the motif is hidden and the number of times a motif o urs in the sequen e play important roles.

For instan e,

there are some major dieren es in trans riptional regulation between prokaryotes (organisms without
and eukaryotes (organisms whose

ells

ell nu leus)

ontain a nu leus).

In higher eukaryotes there are typi ally multiple

opies of

a binding site present in the upstream region of a gene to
enhan e the a tivity of a binding fa tor.
To illustrate this

S. Cerevisiae ).

order (as the two strands of the DNA helix have opposite
orientations) it will be exa tly the same as the original

omplexity, we look at an example in

baker's yeast (

Fig. 8. Logo representation of the trans ription fa tor binding sites
present in the MET data set.

Figure 7 gives a s hemati

sequen e.

The rst motif in Figure 8 is an example of a

motif with a palindromi

ore.

representation of the upstream sequen es from 11 genes
in

S. Cerevisiae

Met28p

whi h are regulated by the Cb-Met4p-

omplex and Met31p or Met32p in response to

methionine [58℄.

The

A.2 Gapped motifs

onsensus (whi h is the dominant

A se ond

lass of spe ial motifs are

gapped

motifs or

DNA pattern des ribing the motif ) for these binding sites

TCACGTG for the Cb-Met4p-Met28p omplex
and AAAACTGTGG for Met31p or Met32p [58℄. A logo repre-

spa ed dyads.

is given by

served sites separated by a ga+p or spa er.

sentation of the aligned instan es of the two binding sites

fa tors bind as a dimer. This means that the trans ription

is shown in Figure 8. Su h a logo represents the frequen y

fa tor is made out of two subunits that have two sepa-

of ea h nu leotide at ea h position, the relative size of the

rate

symbol represent the relative frequen y of ea h base at this

where the trans ription fa tor binds to the DNA are

position while the total height of the symbols represent

served but are typi ally rather small (3-5bp). These two

the magnitude of the deviation from a uniform (noninfor-

o

Su h a motif

onsists of two smaller

on-

The spa er

urs in the middle of the motif be ause the trans ription

onta t points with the DNA sequen e.

The parts
on-

onta t points are separated by a non- onserved gap or

mative) distribution. Figure 7 shows the lo ations of the

spa er.

two binding sites in the region 800 base pairs upstream of

slightly variable. Figure 9 shows a logo representation of

translation start. It is

the FNR binding site in ba teria.

are several possible

learly from this pi ture that there

ongurations of the two binding sites

present in this data set. First of all, it is important to note
that motifs

an o

This gap is mostly of xed length but might be

ur on both strands. Trans ription fa -

10 Sites

tors indeed bind dire tly on the double-stranded DNA and
therefore motif dete tion software should take this fa t into
ount. Se ond, sequen es

multiple

ould have either zero, one, or

opies of a motif. This example gives an indi a-

tion of the kind of data that

ome with a realisti

biologi al

data set.
A.1 Palindromi

Palindromi

motifs are a spe ial type of trans ription
omputational point of view.

Remember that the DNA double-helix is
hybridization of the

returns

reated by the

omplementary bases A-T and G-C.

binding site is a subsequen e that is exa tly

the same as its own reverse
if we take the

TGTGG
A
C
T

fa tor binding site from a

A palindromi

TTGAC ATCAA
CA

motifs

omplement. As an example:

omplement of the sequen e

AGTGCACT and

TCACGTGA, this

if we read this string in the reverse

A

C
C

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

a

Fig. 9. Logo representation of the FNR binding site. The motif
onsists of two onserved parts TTGAy and ATCAA separated by a spa er
of length 4.

Fig. 7. S hemati representation of the upstream region of a set of oregulated genes. Several possible ombinations of the two motifs are
present: (1) motifs o ur on both strands, (2) some sequen es ontain one or more opies of the two binding sites, or (3) some sequen es do
not ontain a opy of a motif.

A.3 Cooperatively binding fa tors and modules
Currently another important resear h topi
for

ooperatively binding fa tors [61℄.

nd spa ed dyads, these are motifs

is the sear h

When only one of

the trans ription fa tors binds there is no a tivation but
the presen e of two or more trans ription fa tors a tivates
the trans ription of a

ertain gene.

to the motif nding problem we

If we translate this

ould either sear h for

individual motifs and try to nd, among the list of possible
andidates, motifs that tend to o

ur together.

Another

possibility is to sear h for multiple motifs at the same time.

B. Oligonu leotide frequen y analysis
onsensus pat-

tern for a binding site is a string-based approa h, where
typi ally overrepresentation is measured by exhaustive enumeration of all oligonu leotides. The observed number of
urren es of a given motif is

number of o

urren es.

ompared to the expe ted

The expe ted number of o

ren es and the statisti al signi an e of a motif

ur-

an be es-

temati ally varied between 0 and 16. The signi an e of
this type of motif
s ore of the two

on the estimated

version of the enumeration methods was imple-

et al.

[58℄. They presented a simple

and fast method for the identi ation of DNA binding sites
in the upstream regions from families of
in

S. erevisiae.

oregulated genes

This method sear hes for short motifs of

ve to six base pairs long. First, for ea h oligonu leotide
of a given length, we

omputed based on the

ompute the expe ted frequen y of

ombined

omplete dyad frequen y from a ba k-

The greatest short oming of this method is that there are
no variations allowed within an oligonu leotide. Tompa [54℄
addressed this problem when he proposed an exa t method
dierent measure than van Helden
statisti al signi an e of motif o

et al.

Tompa used a
to

al ulate the

urren es. First, for ea h

k -mer s with an allowed number substitutions, the number
of sequen es in whi h
probability

ps

s

is found is

al ulated. Next, the

of nding at least one o

urren e of

s

in a

sequen e drawn from a random distribution is estimated.
Finally, the asso iated

z -s

ore is

omputed as

N Nps
:
zs = p s
Nps (1 ps )

timated in many ways. In this se tion we give an overview
A basi

an be

onserved parts in the input data or based

ground data set.

of the dierent methods.
mented by van Helden

an be

dierent for distin t motifs and therefore the spa er is sys-

to nd short motifs in DNA sequen es.

The most intuitive approa h to extra t a

o

onsisting of two small

onserved separated by a xed spa er. The spa er

zs

gives a measure of how unlikely it is to have

urren es of

s

Ns

o -

given the ba kground distribution. Tompa

proposed an e ient algorithm to estimate
of ba kground sequen es based on a Markov

ps

from a set

hain

Sinha and Tompa [47℄ extended this method to in lude
spa ers in the motif, whi h allows more variability of the

the motif from all the non- oding, upstream regions in the

motif. Sin e they were working with prokaryotes, they sim-

genome of interest. Based on this frequen y table, we

plied the model by stating that there is only one

pute the expe ted number of o
leotide in a spe i
number of o
number of o

urren es of a given oligonu-

set of sequen es. Next, the expe ted

urren es is

ompared to the a tual,

urren es in the data set.

pute a signi an e

segments.
Later, van Helden

ounted,

Finally, we

oe ient that takes into a

distin t number of oligonu leotides.
is appropriate in the

om-

om-

ount the

A binomial statisti

ase where there are non-overlapping

et al.

the binding site in ea h sequen e.

Again they

ounted number of instan e Ns of
s and the expe ted number of o urren es
Xs in a random data set X . The problem is to nd good
estimates of E (Xs ) and  (Xs ).
the

z -s

ore based on the

oligonu leotide

An elaborate des ription of the solution to this problem
is presented by Ni odème

et al.

[42℄.

They lay out the

mathemati al foundations build around
[59℄ extended their method to

opy of

omputed

tions to quantify the expe

ted o

generating fun -

urren e of an unrestri ted

regular expression in a random text.
fun tion en odes
frequen y of o
texts.

exa tly

Su h a generating

all the information relative to the

urren e of a regular expression in random

Ni odème

et al.

show that those generating fun -

tions are rational and

omputable at reasonable

Fig. 10. In this basi sequen e model, ea h sequen e ontains one and
only one opy of the motif. The rst part of the sequen e is generated
a ording to the ba kground model 0 , then the motif is generated
by the motif matrix  , after whi h the rest of the sequen e is again
generated a ording to the ba kground model.

W

ost for

most patterns.
Another interesting string-based approa h is based on
the representation of a set of sequen es with a sux tree
[38℄, [60℄. Sagot

et al.

[60℄ have used sux trees to sear h

for single motifs in whole ba terial genomes. Marsan
[38℄ later extended the method to sear h for
of motifs. The proposed
tif is a set of

et al.

ombinations

onguration of a stru tured mo-

p motifs separated by a spa

er that might be

2bp around an av-

The sequen e model is illustrated in Figure 10. The idea of

erage gap length. They also allow for variability within the

the Expe tation-Maximization algorithm for motif nding

binding site. The representation of upstream sequen es as

is to nd simultaneously the motif matrix, the alignment

variable. The variability is limited to

sux trees resulted in an e ient implementation despite

position, and the ba kground model that maximize the like-

the large number of possible

lihood of the sequen e. Gibbs sampling for motif nding

ombinations.

extends Expe tation Maximization in a sto hasti

C. Probabilisti methods

by not looking for the maximum likelihood

While in the previous se tion a binding site was modeled

but by weighting alignments a

fashion

onguration

ording to their likelihood.

as a set of strings, the following methods are all based on
a representation of the motif model with a position weight
matrix.

C.2 Expe tation Maximization
One of the rst implementation to nd a matrix represen-

C.1 Probabilisti

tation of a binding site was a greedy algorithm by Hertz

model of sequen e motifs

In the simplest model, we have a set of DNA sequen es
where ea h sequen e
of xed length.

ontains a single

opy of the motif

(For the sake of simpli ity, we will

on-

sider here only models of DNA sequen es, but the whole

al.

[21℄ to nd the site with the highest information

et

ontent

(whi h is the entropy of the dis rete probability distribution represented by the motif matrix). This algorithm was
apable of identifying a

ommon motif that is present on e

in every sequen e. This algorithm has been substantially

presentation applies dire tly to sequen es of amino-a ids.)

improved over the years [22℄.

Ex ept for the motif, a sequen e is des ribed as a sequen e

tation, CONSENSUS, Hertz and Stormo have provided a

of independent nu leotides generated a

0 = (q0A ; q0C ; q0G ; q0T )T alled the
ba kground model. The motif W itself is des ribed by what
we all a position weight matrix, whi h are W independent

framework to estimate the statisti al signi an e of a given

positions generated a

Expe tation Maximization (EM) is the rst

ording to a sin-

gle dis rete distribution

tions

qib :

ording to dierent dis rete distribu-

1
0 A A
A
q1 q2 : : : qW
B q1C q2C : : : qWC C
W = B
A:
 q1G q2G : : : qWG C

If we known the lo

information

In their latest implemen-

ontent s ore based on large deviation statis-

ti s.
Within the maximum likelihood estimation framework,
hoi e of opti-

mization algorithm. EM is a two-step iterative pro edure
for obtaining the maximum likelihood parameter estimates
for a model of observed data and missing values.

T
q1T q2T : : : qW
ation ai of the motif in a sequen e Si ,

In the

expe tation step, the expe tation of the data and missing
values is

omputed given the

urrent set of model parame-

ters. In the maximization step, the parameters that maxi-

the probability of this sequen e given the motif position,

mize the likelihood are

the motif matrix, and the ba kground model is

with a set of initial parameters and iterates over the two

P (Si jai ; W ; 0 ) =

Y1

ai

j =1

Sij

q0

Y

ai +W

j =ai

1

qjSijai +1

L
Y
j =ai +W

omputed. The algorithm is started

des ribed steps until the parameters have

Sij

q0 :

onverged.

Sin e EM is a gradient as ent method, EM strongly depends on the initial
may lead EM to

onditions.

Poor initial parameters

onverge to a lo al minimum.

Wherever appropriate, we will pool the motif matrix and

EM for motif nding was introdu ed by Lawren e and

the ba kground model into a single set of parameters

Reilly [30℄ and was an extension of the greedy algorithm

 = (0 ; W ).

the whole set

For a set of sequen es, the probability of

S = fS1 ; : : : ; SN g given the alignment

(i.e.,

the set of motif positions), the motif matrix, and the ba kground model is

P (S jA; ) =

of Hertz

et al.

[21℄. It was primarily intended for sear h-

ing motifs in related proteins the des ribed method
also be applied to DNA sequen es. The basi
sumption is that ea h sequen e

Y
N

i=1

P (Si jai ; ):

ould

models as-

ontains exa tly one

opy

of the motif, whi h might be reasonable in proteins but
(1)

is too stri t in DNA. The starting position of ea h motif
instan e is unknown and is

onsidered as being a missing

value from the data. If the motif positions are known then

is

the observed frequen ies of the nu leotides at ea h posi-

the

tion in the motif are the maximum likelihood estimates of

task (for example, we

model parameters. To nd the starting positions, ea h sub-

izes

sequen e is s ored with the

urrent estimate of the motif

model. These updated probabilities are used to re-estimate
the motif model. This pro edures is repeated until

onver-

gen e.
Sin e assuming there is exa tly one

opy of the motif per

alled the prior distribution and we set it up to

a priori

ontain

knowledge that is available about the modeling
an

hoose a prior

p(!) that penalP (Dj!) is the

omplex models to prevent overtting).

likelihood fun tion su h as the one we des ribed above.

P (D)

is the

R

an a tually

P (D) =

P

a priori

distribution of the data, whi h we

ompute from the prior and the likelihood as

(Dj)p()d.

p(!jD) is the posterior

Finally,

distribution of the parameters after in orporating the data

sequen e is not really biologi al sound, Bailey and Elkan

D and it gives the probability distribution of the parame-

proposed an advan ed EM implementation for motif nd-

ters based on the data

ing

alled MEME [3℄. Although MEME was also primarily

intended to sear h for protein motifs, MEME

an also be

applied to DNA sequen es. MEME operates in three different modes whi h

orrespond to the number of

opies of a

motif in a sequen e. These modes are: exa tly one
the motif in ea h sequen e, zero or one
ea h sequen e or any number of

opy of

opy of the motif in

B. Sampling methods for optimization
The idea behind sampling methods for optimization is
the following. In maximum likelihood, we

! = argmax! P (Dj!):

sequen e.
To over ome the problem of initialization and getting
gorithm with a motif model based on a

ontiguous subse-

quen e that gives the highest likelihood s ore. Therefore,
ea h substring in the sequen e set is used as a starting point
for a one-step iteration of EM. Then the motif model with
the highest likelihood is retained and used for further optimization steps until

onvergen e. The

orresponding motif

positions are then masked and the pro edure is repeated.
Finally, Cardon and Stormo proposed an EM algorithm
to sear h for gapped motifs [8℄.

sequen es in a set of DNA sequen es or proteins share some
alled motifs. This task is in

ontrast

with motif sear hing where a set of sequen es is s reened
for some known motifs.

ontains mu h

P (Dj! ). In fa t, the posterior distribution p(!jD) =
P (Dj!)P (!)=P (D) provides a more a urate representa-

mate

tion of whi h parameter values are good
s ribe our data. For example, if

andidates to de-

p(!jD) is multimodal, the

modes provide very dierent models that des ribe the data
well.

Also, we

an

onstru t

onden e intervals for the

parameters based on this distribution while we do not get
this information from an optimal point estimate. Thus it is

In some

ases, it is possible to des ribe the posterior dis-

tribution analyti ally. However, for more

omplex models

su h as our sequen e model, it is impossible to handle the
probability distributions analyti ally.

In that

eral methods are available to generate data a

ase, sev-

ording to a

omplex probability distribution. These are methods su h

A. Bayesian inferen e

as the Metropolis-Hasting algorithm [41℄ (whi h is well-

In Bayesian inferen e, we use the likelihood fun tion and
observations to infer the probability of dierent sets of
model parameters. Let us suppose we have a data set
whose likelihood an be

omputed a

M with parameters !:

D

ording to some model

an write the following to des ribe

we

a

ording to the pos-

an use these samples to

P

an approximate a

tra king the sample with the highest posterior probability
an approximate the posterior mean solution

!

ontinuous probabilfor a dis rete dis-

ontinuous values).

For example, we

solution with maximum posterior probability by

Further, we

tribution and we assume here that the data has dis rete
values while the parameters have

p(!jD),

w(i)

if we draw enough sample from the posterior distribution.

P (Dj!)p(!)
:
p(!jD) =
P (D)
ribe a

an be applied to motif nding. If we assume

an generate samples

Carlo integration).

P (AjB ) = global

the relationship between data and parameters:

p to des

Here we will des ribe the general Gibbs sampling method
and how it

approximate quantities of interest (possibly using Montewe drop the no-

Using Bayes' rule

ity distribution versus the notation

rithm for global optimization), the hybrid Markov-Chain
Monte-Carlo method [11℄, and Gibbs sampling [49℄.

terior distribution

Working with a single xed model,

P (B jA)P (A)=P (B ), we

known as the foundation of the simulated annealing algo-

that we

P (Dj!; M):

(We use the notation

P (Dj!)

more information about the data than just the point esti-

instead of limiting ourselves to a point estimate.

The goal of motif nding is to determine whether the

tation for the model.

However, the likelihood fun tion

advantageous to work with the full probability distribution

VI. Gibbs sampling for motif finding

unspe ied patterns

hoose a set of

parameters to des ribe our data by

opy of the motif in ea h

stu k in lo al minima, MEME propose to initialize the al-

and on the prior.

p(!)

PME

=

Z

!

!P (!jD)d!

by averaging the samples drawn from the posterior distribution.

C. The missing data problem and data augmentation methods
Before pro eeding to the des ription of the general Gibbs
sampling method, we need to expli it further how sam-

an be applied to motif nding. The idea is to generate plausible motifs and alignments by drawing samples
((i) ; A(i) ) from the posterior p(; AjS ). From these sam-

pling

then

 is a stationary distribution.

the

ondition of

detailed balan e.

This

ondition is

alled

E. Gibbs sampling
Gibbs sampling is a Markov- hain Monte-Carlo method
that was introdu ed by Geman and Geman [16℄in the
text of image restoration.

on-

Tanner and Wong [49℄ intro-

tin tion. Indeed, the alignment

The idea
is to des ribe a omplex probability distribution in terms
of a Markov hain built with the simpler marginals of the
distribution. Suppose we have only three (possibly on-

not of the model.

tinuous) variables des ribed by the probability distribu-

ples, we
or

an then tra k a best motif matrix or alignment

ompute an average motif matrix or alignment.
However, we need to make an important semanti

dis-

A is a property of the data,
But, while the set of sequen es S is avail-

able, the alignment is unknown. If the alignment was available in the form of sequen e labels, our task of estimating
the motif matrix would be greatly fa ilitated. So, when we
set up the likelihood fun tion

P (S jA; ),

the alignment is

in fa t missing from our sequen e data. Therefore, re overing the alignment is

alled the

missing data problem

[3℄.

Moreover, re overing the alignment is often less important

du ed its use for data augmentation problems.

P (x1 ; x2 ; x3 ), Gibbs sampling will onsists of sampling
(i+1)
(i)
(i)
ording to P (x1 jx2 ; x3 ), then sampling x2
x
(i+1)
a ording to P (x2 jx1
; x(3i) ), and then sampling x(3i+1)
(i+1)
a ording to P (x3 jx1
; x(2i+1) ). We denote the fa t that

tion

(i+1)
a
1

this Markov
the

hain

hain operator :

onverges to the joint distribution by

. We ould thus
O
O
P (S j). But writing P (x1 ; x2 ; x3 ) = P (x1 jx2 ; x3 ) P (x2 jx1 ; x3 ) P (x3 jx1 ; x2 ):

than estimating the model parameters
try to set up dire tly the likelihood

down this likelihood fun tion dire tly is next to impossible.
It is only by introdu ing the alignment that we get a simple

To prove that Gibbs sampling draws from the joint dis-

P (x1 ; : : : ; xd ),

expression for our likelihood. Simplifying the likelihood by

tribution

introdu ing new variables is

balan e (whi h is easy, see [13℄).

method.

data augmentation

alled the

F. The ollapsed Gibbs sampler

D. Markov- hain Monte-Carlo methods
We

an now go into how to sample from the posterior

distribution.

A tually, Markov- hain Monte-Carlo meth-

ods are methods to sample from any distribution
vided it has an appropriate stru ture.

p(x) pro-

While sampling

from an arbitrary one-dimensional probability density

an

be a hieved simply using a uniform random generator on
the [0,1℄ interval and using the

umulative density fun -

tion, sampling from high-dimensional probability densities
is hard. Markov- hain Monte-Carlo method exploit an important property of Markov hains, whi h is that data gen-

For motif nding, we thus want to build a Gibbs sampler
to sample from

samples going to innity) be generated a
of the Markov
A Markov

P (x1 ; x2 ; x3 ) = P (x1 jx2 ; x3 )
But in some

si a ording to the following relationp(si jsi 1 ; si 2 ; : : : ; s1 ) = p(si jsi 1 ). This relationship

sequen e of samples
ship

means that any value in the sequen e depends only on the
previous one and is independent of all the earlier ones. This
property is
Markov

alled the

Markov property.

hains have the remarkable property that, start-

ing from an arbitrary initial
the samples of the Markov
librium distribution

alled a

ondition, the distribution of
hain will

stationary

onverge to an equidistribution. Thus

in pra ti e, after a su ient number of transient samples
( alled

burn-in

period), the Markov

hain will draw ap-

proximately from this stationary distribution. Spe i ally,
if we have that

j Tjk = k Tkj ;

O

O

P (x2 jx1 ; x3 )

ases, we maybe able to

group

P (x3 jx1 ; x2 ):

variables to-

gether, for example, we may have

P (x1 ; x2 ; x3 ) = P (x1 jx2 ; x3 )
with

pro ess that generates a

Gibbs sampler

with three variables as an illustration, we have

ording to a xed

hain.

However, many variables are

the exa t sampling is set up. In the basi

alled the equilibrium distribution

hain is a sto hasti

P (; AjS ).

now involved, whi h leaves a great deal of leeway in how

erated by a Markov hain will eventually (after a number of
probability distribution

we would have to show detailed

O

P (x3 ; x2 jx1 )

P (x3 ; x2 jx1 ) = P (x3 jx2 ; x1 )P (x2 jx1 ).

able to

ollapse

Or we maybe

one of the variables

P (x1 ; x2 ; x3 ) = P (x3 jx1 ; x2 )(P (x1 jx2 )
Liu [33℄ showed that the

O

P (x2 jx1 )):

ollapsed Gibbs sampler

onverges

faster than the grouped Gibbs sampler, whi h itself
verges faster than the basi

on-

Gibbs sampler.

For motif nding, Liu then proposed to set up a ollapsed
Gibbs sampler as

P (; AjS ) = P (jA; S )
where the

N
O
i=1

!

P (ai ja1 ; : : : ; ai 1 ; ai+1 ; aN ; S ) ;

hain dire tly approximate

P (AjS ).

G. The basi algorithm for Gibbs sampling for motif nding
In the previous subse tions, we have dis ussed the main
ideas behind Gibbs sampling for motif nding. The derivation of the exa t algorithm as was presented by Lawren e
[29℄ and by Liu [35℄ is more te hni al; we do not

over

it here and refer to the publi ation by Liu for the te hni al details.
Markov

Shortly said, the algorithm is basi ally the

hain des ribed above, but the

omputation of the

probability distributions involves the use of multinomial
probability distributions (for the probability of the data
based on the likelihood fun tion presented in Se tion V-

motifs that have a s ore between

TL

TH . TH

and

is set

proportional to the produ t of the average length of the
input sequen es and the motif width.

TL

is initialized at

0 and linearly in rease till it rea hes the value of
This threshold sampling step ensures faster

TH =8.

onvergen e.

As another modi ation, BioProspe tor proposes two possible alternative motif models.
sear h for palindromi

The rst possibility is to

motifs. The se ond possibility is to

sear h for a gapped version of the motif model, where the
motif

onsists of two blo ks separated by a gap of variable

length. The gapped version sear hes for two motifs at the
same time that o

ur within a given range.

C.1 and on the motif matrix and the ba kground model)

Within the INCLUSive framework [53℄, we designed the

and of Diri hlet probability distributions (for the probabil-

Motif Sampler [51℄, [52℄ spe i ally to sear h in sets of up-

ity of the parameters of the motif matrix). The derivation

stream sequen es from groups of

of the

groups typi ally

ollapsed Gibbs sampler involves several properties

ome from a

oexpressed genes. Su h

luster analysis of the ex-

of integrals of Diri hlet distributions and a number of ap-

pression proles. Sin e the results of

proximations is used to speed up the algorithm further. To

to be subje t to noise, only a subset of the set

be

genes will be a tually

on rete, we present the resulting algorithm in Table V.

opies of the binding.

H. Extended Gibbs sampling methods

an algorithm that

Several groups proposed advan ed methods to ne-tune

an

lustering is known
oexpressed

oregulated and have one or more
Therefore it is important to have
ope with this noise. Motif Sampler

uses the framework of the probabilisti

sequen e model to

the Gibbs sampling algorithm for motif nding in DNA

estimate the number of

sequen es.

For ea h sequen e in the data set the number of

A rst version of the Gibbs sampling algorithm that was
espe ially tuned towards nding motif in DNA sequen es

opies of a motif in a sequen e.

the motif is estimated, whi h is more a

opies of

urate than earlier

methods. Furthermore, we demonstrated [52℄ that the use

is AlignACE [44℄ and this version was later rened [24℄.

of a higher-order ba kground model build from an indepen-

This algorithm was rst reported to be used for the anal-

dent data set signi antly improves the performan e of the

ysis of gene

lusters. Several modi ations were made in

Gibbs sampling algorithm. On our web site (see Table IV),

AlignACE with respe t to the original Gibbs sampling al-

we also provide pre ompiled ba kground models for several

gorithm.

organisms (

the positions were masked instead of simultaneous multi-

A. thaliana, S. erevisiae, E. oli, H. pylori,
C. elegans ). To exemplify the improvements obtained by

ple motif sear hing. Se ond, AlignACE was implemented

further renements of the Gibbs sampling strategy, we re-

First, one motif at the time was retrieved and

with a xed single nu leotide ba kground model based on

port here briey the use of higher-order ba kground models

base frequen y in the sequen e set.

on a data set of

Also, both strands

were in luded in the sear h. Finally, in the latest version,

maximum a priori

set

oregulated genes from plants. The data

onsists of 33 genes known to be regulated in part by

likelihood s ore (MAP) was used

the G-box trans ription fa tor, whi h is linked to the light

to judge dierent motifs. The MAP was approximated by

response of plants. Additionally, noisy sequen es not sus-

the

N log R

where

N

is the number of aligned sites and

R

is

the degree of overrepresentation.
BioProspe tor [36℄ also uses a Gibbs sampling strategy
to sear h for

ommon motifs in the regulatory region of

oexpressed genes. In this implementation various exten-

pe ted to

ontain an a tive motif are added gradually. Fig-

ure 11 presents the total number of times (out of 10 runs)
that the algorithm nds the

orre t motif for three dier-

ent ba kground models when adding from 0 to 50 noisy
sequen es.

The ba kground models are order 0 and or-

sions are proposed. First, BioProspe tor uses zero to third-

der 3 based on a referen e set or on the data only.

order Markov ba kground models. The predi tive update

ba kground model of order 0

formula is

hanged in su h a way that the probability of

orresponds to the

A

lassi al

ba kground model of earlier versions of Gibbs sampling for

the instan e being generated by the ba kground model is

motif nding. We

given by this higher-order ba kground model:

higher-order algorithms is more robust to the addition of

Pb (x) = P (bl )P (bl+1 jbl )P (bl+2 jbl+1 bl )
: : : P (bl+W 1 jbl+W 2 bl+W 3 bl+W 4 ):
Se ond, the

sampler.

ore sampling step was repla ed by a

threshold

This threshold sampling step was in orporated

to estimate the number of

opies of a motif in a sequen e.

The program denes two threshold

TL

TH .

noisy sequen e than that of the zero-order algorithm. The
improved robustness of the method thanks to the higherorder ba kground model is dis ussed extensively in [51℄.
Ann_spe

[62℄ has a slightly dierent approa h to model

the motif. The motif model is represented with a sparsely
en oded per eptron with one pro essing unit. The weights
of the per eptron resemble the position weight matrix.

Instan es

This model is based on the approximation of the total pro-

will be automati ally se-

tein binding energy by the sum of partial binding energies

le ted while there will be one motif sampled from those

at the individual nu leotides in the binding sites. The use

with a s ore

Wx

higher than

TH

and

an observe that the performan e of the

TABLE V
Basi

INPUT: A set of sequen es

S

Gibbs sampling algorithm for motif finding.

and the length

W

of the motif to sear h.

0 from the nu leotide frequen ies observed in S
A = fai ji = 1; : : : ; N g uniformly at random
3. For ea h sequen e Sz ; z = 1; : : : ; N ,
~ = fSi ji 6= z g and A~ = fai ji 6= z g
(a) Create subsets S
~
(b) Compute W from the segments indi ated by A
( ) Assign to ea h possible alignment start (xij ; i 6= z; j = 1; : : : ; Li
W + 1) in Sz a weight W (xij ) given
1. Compute the ba kground model
2. Initialize the alignment ve tor

by the probability that the

orresponding segment is generated by the motif versus the ba kground:

P ((Sij ; : : : ; Si(j+W
P ((Sij ; : : : ; Si(j+W
W
Y qiSi (j+k 1)
=
Si (j +k 1)
k=1 q0

W (xij ) =

(d) For

W (xij )=

Pi L6=i Wz ,+1draw new
W (xij )
k=1

alignment positions

4. Repeat Step 3 until the Markov
OUTPUT: A motif matrix

W

hain rea hes

and an alignment

ai

a

)jW )
1) )j0 )

1)

ording to the normalized probability distribution

onvergen e (xed number of iterations)

A.

Ann_spe
operatively

was

re ently

a ting

extended

trans ription

to

sear h

binding

for

o-

fa tors

by

GuhaThakurta and Stormo [18℄. Co-Bind sear hes for two
motifs simultaneously by

ombining the weights that op-

timize the obje tive fun tions of the two individual pereptrons. The identi ation of two motifs simultaneously
improved signi antly the dete tion of the true motifs
pared to the
the time.
M Cue

et al.

for phylogeneti

have used a Gibbs motif nding algorithm
footprinting [39℄.

motif model that a
most important
spe i

om-

lassi al methods sear hing for one motif at

They also proposed a

ounts for palindromi

motifs.

Their

ontribution lies in the use of a position-

ba kground model estimated with a Bayesian seg-

mentation model [34℄. This model a

ounts for the varying

omposition of the DNA upstream of a gene.

Fig. 11. Total number of times the G-box motif is found in 10
repeated runs of the tests for three dierent ba kground models. The
data set onsists of the 33 G-box sequen es and a xed number of
added noisy sequen es.

VII. INCLUSive: INtegrated CLustering,
Upstream sequen e retrieval, and motif
Sampling

Analysis of mi roarray experiment is not restri ted to
a single
of a per eptron is also justied by the fa t that it

an be

luster experiment.

Inferring biologi al knowl-

edge from a mi roarray analysis usually involves a

om-

used to approximate posterior probability distributions. A

plete analysis going from prepro essing, sequential use of

gradient des ent training method is used to nd the pa-

distin t data preparation steps to the use of dierent

rameters of the per eptron.

For the training set for the

plex pro edures that make predi tions on the data. Clus-

per eptron, positive examples are sele ted using a Gibbs

tering predi ts whether genes behave similarly while mo-

sampling pro edure. Negative examples

an be either

stru ted from random sequen e or from genomi

om-

on-

tif nding aims at retrieving the underlying me hanism of

data. To

this similar behavior. These data-mining pro edures make

improve the spe i ity of the motif model, a ba kground

thus predi tions about the same biologi al system. These

model based on an independent data set is preferred.

predi tions are in the best

ase

onsistent with ea h other

but they

an also

ontradi t ea h other. Combining these

are for degenerate positions. The third

olumn gives the

methods into a global approa h therefore in reases their

number of times this motif was found in the 10 runs. The

relevan e for biologi al analysis. Moreover, this integration

fourth

also allows the optimal mat hing of the dierent pro edures

PlantCARE database [31℄, if any. Finally, the last

(su h as the quality requirements in adaptive quality-based

gives a short explanation of the mat hing known motifs.

olumn gives mat hing known motifs found in the
olumn

lustering that redu e the noise level for Gibbs sampling for
motif nding).

VIII. Con lusion

Furthermore, su h global approa hes re-

quire extensive integration at the information te hnology
level. Indeed, as is often underestimated, the

We have presented algorithmi

methods for the analy-

olle tion of

sis of mi roarray data for motif nding. Mi roarrays are a

data from multiple data sour es and transformation of the

powerful te hnique to monitor the expression of thousands

output of one algorithm to the input of the next algorithm

of genes and they have be ome a key te hniques for bi-

are often tedious tasks.

ologists attempting to unravel the regulation me hanisms

To make su h an integrated analysis of mi roarray
data

possible,

we

have developed

and

made

publi ly

of genes in an organism.

After reviewing the basi s of

mi roarray te hnology, we introdu ed some

on epts from

available our INCLUSive web tool (INtegrated CLuster-

mole ular biology to des ribe how trans ription fa tors re -

ing, Upstream sequen e retrieval, and motif Sampling;

ognize binding sites to

http://www.esat.kuleuven.a .be/~dna/BioI).

In

the

ontrol gene a tivation.

introdu ed the strategy of integrating

rst step, starting prepro essed measurements, the tool lets

groups of potentially

the user perform adaptive quality-based

(to dete t the DNA motifs that

mi roarray data.
that are

This

lustering on the

lustering results in lists of genes

oexpressed. These genes are identied by their

gene names and a

ession numbers (whi h are referen es to

the databases where gene sequen es have been deposited).
In the se ond step, the tool olle ts, based on the gene identiers, upstream (promoter) sequen es for sele ted

lusters

from several publi ly available data sour es. In the third

We presented several
hi al
based

lustering,

We then

lustering (to dete t

oregulated genes) with motif nding
ontrol this

oregulation).

lustering te hniques (su h as hierar-

K -means,

self-organizing maps, quality-

lustering, and our adaptive quality-based

luster-

ing) and dis ussed their respe tive advantages and shortomings. We also dis ussed the prepro essing steps ne essary to prepare mi roarray data for

lustering: normaliza-

tion, nonlinear transformation, missing value repla ement,

step, the tool lets the user perform motif nding (using our

ltering, and res aling. We also presented several strate-

Motif Sampler) on the DNA sequen es retrieved after

gies to validate the results of

lus-

lustering biologi ally as well

tering. As an output, the tool provides the dierent motifs

as statisti ally. Turning to motif nding, we des ribed the

dis overed as motif matri es and logos, it also provides the

two main

andidate binding sites identied by the algorithm as well

lasses of methods for motif nding: word

ing and probabilisti

ount-

sequen e models. We fo used on the

as a series of s ores assessing the quality of the

andidate

parti ular te hnique of Gibbs sampling for motif nding.

motifs.

andidate

After reviewing the basi

Finally, it also represent the dierent

motifs graphi ally for easy visualization of the results.

ideas underlying this Markov-

hain Monte-Carlo method, we dis ussed several extensions

ombined

that improve the ee tiveness of this method in pra ti e.

lustering and the Motif Sampler,

We introdu ed our Motif Sampler, whi h in parti ular in-

we show the results of motif nding on a mi roarray ex-

ludes the use of higher-order ba kground models that in-

As an illustration of the results obtained by
adaptive quality-based

periment in plants. The data is a mi roarray experiment
on the response to me hani al wounding of the plant

bidopsis Thaliana.

Ara-

The mi roarray onsists of 150 genes re-

rease the robustness of Gibbs sampling for motif nding.
Finally, we briey presented our integrated web tool INCLUSive that allows the easy analysis of mi roarray data

onsists

for motif nding. Furthermore, we illustrated the dierent

of expression measurements for those 150 genes at 7 time

steps of this integrated data analysis at the hand of several

points following wounding (after 30 min, 60 min, 90 min,

pra ti al examples.

lated to stress response in plants. The experiment

3h, 6h , 9h, and 24 h). The expression data was
using adaptive quality-based

As a

lustered

lustering with a signi an e

on lusion, we emphasize that a major endeavor of

bioinformati s is to develop methodologies that integrate

ontained

multiple types of data (here expression data together with

at least 5 genes and those were sele ted for motif nding.

sequen e data) to obtain robust and biologi ally relevant

The Motif Sampler was used to sear h for 6 motifs of length

results in an e ient and user-friendly manner. Only su h

8bp and for 6 motifs of length 12bp. A ba kground model

powerful tools

level of 95%. Four

lusters where identied that

of order 3 was sele ted as it gave the most promising results.

presents the motifs found. In the rst

olumn, the

is identied together with the number of genes it
The se ond
The

olumn gives the

luster

apitals are for strong positions while lower letters
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